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 Abstract

 Previous research has shown that chimpanzees exploit the behavior of humans and conspecifics
 more readily in a competitive than a cooperative context. However, it is unknown whether bono

 bos, who outperform chimpanzees in some cooperative tasks, also show greater cognitive flexibility

 in competitive contexts. Here we tested the cooperative-competitive hypothesis further by compar

 ing bonobos and chimpanzees in a series of tasks where a human gesture indicated the correct
 (cooperative) or incorrect (competitive) choice. A human either pointed cooperatively to the object
 a subject should choose, or competitively to the object subjects should avoid choosing. In contrast

 to previous research, subjects were most skilled at choosing the correct location when the commu
 nicator was cooperative and there were no major differences between bonobos and chimpanzees.

 Analysis of gaze direction revealed that in some cases subjects visually followed the direction of
 the experimenter's gesture despite choosing incorrectly, dissociating gesture following from ges

 ture comprehension. This supports the hypothesis that, unlike human children, nonhuman apes

 respond to the direction of social gestures more readily than they understand the communicative
 intentions underlying them. We evaluate these findings in regard to previous studies comparing the

 cooperative and communicative skills of bonobos and chimpanzees.

 Keywords
 cognition, chimpanzee, bonobo, cooperation, competition.

 1. Introduction

 A range of animals are able to communicate in flexible ways depending on

 their audience, the context, and the state of the receiver (Searcy & Now
 icki, 2010). However, even the most adaptable animal communicators do not
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 494 Apes exploit helpful but not prohibitive gestures

 approach the flexibility observed in humans (Tomasello, 2008). Human in

 fants are thought to begin developing skills for intentional communication as

 early as 9 months as evidenced first through their comprehension, and then

 production of pointing gestures (Carpenter et al., 1998; Behne et al., 2005).

 It has been proposed that the early expression of these pointing gestures is

 fundamental to the development of human cultural cognition and language

 (Carpenter et al., 1998; Butterworth, 2003) and the emergence of pointing in

 infants has become a central marker for the development of uniquely human

 social cognition (Tomasello, 2006).
 The skills of other great apes have been examined to test whether the

 pointing abilities observed in human infants are unique to our species de

 velopment (Hare, 2011). While nonhuman apes do regularly use manual
 gestures to flexibly communicate with one another in their natural inter
 actions (Nishida, 1980; Goodall, 1986), evidence from observational and
 experimental studies suggest the same cognitive mechanisms are not always

 responsible for gestures in human and nonhuman apes (Call & Tomasello,

 2007). Longitudinal studies examining the natural gestures used by chim

 panzees show that the production of these gestures develops relatively slowly

 through a process of social ritualization (Tomasello et al., 1994; Tomasello

 & Call, 1997). Nonhuman apes have largely only been observed to produce

 imperative gestures, and rarely if ever make declarative or informative ges

 tures (Melis et al., 2006, 2009; Tomasello, 2006; Lyn et al., 2011). A series
 of studies also have suggested that in the most basic communicative contexts

 nonhuman apes show little flexibility in comprehending human gestures. Un

 like human infants, mother-reared chimpanzees do not spontaneously use

 cooperative social gestures when searching for hidden objects or food (Call

 et al., 1998, 2000; Itakura et al., 1999; Barth et al., 2005). They do not show

 spontaneous skill even when the target of the gesture is made more obvious

 by placing the hiding locations as much as 2 m apart (Itakura et al., 1999;

 Herrmann & Tomasello, 2006; but see Mulcahy & Call, 2009). Moreover,
 once chimpanzees learn to use one human gesture to find food, they do not

 readily generalize this skill to a slightly different gesture. For example, when

 chimpanzees are trained to search in the location toward which a human ex

 tends their finger within a few centimeters, they no longer reliably follow the

 pointing gesture if the experimenter simply stands one meter away from the

 location to which he points (Povinelli et al., 1997, 1999). Finally, in a direct
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 longitudinal comparison of human, bonobo and chimpanzee infants, only hu

 man infants showed spontaneous skill at reading human gestures (Wobber et

 al., 2013). Taken together, this work supports the hypothesis that the sudden

 and early emerging gestural flexibility seen in human infants is a completely

 derived trait in our lineage (Herrmann et al., 2007).

 This conclusion has been challenged more recently. Some apes with ex
 tensive human socialization have shown skills similar to human infants in

 basic tests of their comprehension of human gestures (Call et al., 2000; Leav

 ens et al., 2005; Lyn et al., 2010). Some researchers have suggested that wild

 as well as human socialized bonobos occasionally make declarative gestures

 (Veà & Sabater-Pi, 1998; Lyn et al., 2011). Nonhuman great apes also adjust

 to their audience by making visual gestures more often when visible to the re

 cipient, using tactile or vocal signals when not visible (Kaminski et al., 2004;

 Call & Tomasello, 2007; Tempelmann et al., 2011), and signaling danger
 more often when the receiver is ignorant than knowledgeable of an immi

 nent threat (Crockford et al., 2012). Finally, it has been suggested that apes

 only struggle to spontaneously read gestures in cooperative contexts but are

 skilled when interpreting the same gestures in a competitive context (Hare &

 Tomasello, 2004). Almost universally nonhuman apes have been tested for
 their comprehension of human gestures in experimental contexts that require

 them to understand the cooperative-communicative intentions of a human

 experimenter. Yet primates rarely share information about the location of

 monopolizable food (Dittus, 1984; Coussi-Korbel, 1994; Hauser, 1996; Hi
 rata & Matsuzawa, 2001). This suggests that more flexible social cognitive

 skills will be observed in apes when they are competing (Hare, 2001). In

 support of this hypothesis chimpanzees were more skilled at locating hidden

 food using gestures when competing against the signaler than when cooper

 ating with him (Hare & Tomasello, 2004). Bonobos and chimpanzees were

 also more skilled at understanding the intentions behind a gesture meant to

 communicate which location they were prohibited from searching than when

 a similar gesture was made in a cooperative manner (Herrmann & Tomasello,

 2006). However, this study included only two bonobo subjects, limiting the

 ability for a direct comparison of the two Pan species.

 These findings present the possibility that nonhuman apes can understand

 the communicative intentions behind a human gesture when searching for

 food in a competitive context; it is only that they do not understand the
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 cooperative-communicative intentions of a human when the signaler is try

 ing to help them locate monopolizable food. Moreover, it is not that apes fail

 to understand the meaning of human gestures because they cannot follow the

 directionality of these signals, because there is overwhelming evidence that

 apes follow the gaze direction of others to external targets (Tomasello et al.,
 1998,1999,2001,2007b; MacLean & Hare, 2012), but do not use these same

 cues to locate food in cooperative tasks (Call et al., 1998). This leads to the

 prediction that in cooperative contexts nonhuman apes may initially follow

 the direction of a human gesture, but do not reliably search in this location

 because they simply do not understand the informative motive behind the

 gesture in this context (Tomasello et al., 2007a). In the current series of stud

 ies we examine the ability of a group of bonobos and chimpanzees to use the

 pointing gestures of a human experimenter. We chose to investigate subjects'

 visual orienting and choice behavior in response to a pointing cue because

 many previous studies document that apes struggle to interpret this gesture

 in cooperative-communicative contexts (Call et al., 1998, 2000; Itakura et

 al., 1999; Barth et al., 2005). Thus, using a pointing gesture in both a co
 operative and competitive context allows direct comparison to the previous

 literature, and also allows us to test the hypothesis that apes follow the di

 rection of these cues faithfully, without understanding their communicative
 intent (Tomasello et al., 2007a).

 Similar to Herrmann & Tomasello (2006) we either cooperatively indi
 cated where subjects should choose or competitively indicated where sub

 jects were 'prohibited' from choosing. In order to test the orienting hypoth

 esis we also varied whether the food being chosen was visible or hidden
 and we coded from video the first orienting response of subjects after the

 experimenter pointed. We predicted that subjects would choose correctly

 when the experimenter's gesture was prohibitive, but not cooperative, but

 would first orient toward the cued location in both contexts. This would sup

 port the idea that nonhuman apes follow the direction of pointing gestures,

 but do not understand the cooperative-communicative intentions underlying

 them. Lastly we directly compared the performance of bonobos and chim

 panzees to assess whether bonobos, who outperform chimpanzees in some
 cooperative tasks (Hare et al., 2007; Tan & Hare, 2013), and are affected by

 human competitors (Rosati & Hare, 2012), also show greater proficiency in

 the cooperative-communicative object choice paradigm.
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 2. General methods

 All chimpanzee subjects live, and were tested at the Tchimpounga Sanctary,
 Pointe Noire, Republic of Congo. Bonobo subjects live and were tested at
 Lola ya Bonobo, Kinshasa, Democratic Republic of Congo. For a more de
 tailed description of these field sites see Wobber & Hare (2011). Subjects
 were tested in a familiar dormitory room with metal grid walls. Subject de
 mographics and experiment participation are shown in Table 1. The majority

 of subjects for both species (19 bonobos, 13 chimpanzees) had some pre
 vious experience in object choice tasks using cooperative-communicative
 gestures (see Table 1). All subjects were relatively unfamiliar with the exper

 imenter (El) prior to the experiment (El had briefly participated in research
 with some subjects approximately 1 year beforehand). Food was hidden un
 der small plastic bowls (17.5 x 5.5 cm) positioned on a table with a sliding
 platform (50 x 81 cm) used to present subjects with the choices on each trial.

 On trials when food was hidden in containers a large plastic occluder was
 used to hide the baiting process from the subject. The sliding platform was
 marked in two places to delineate three 27 cm areas (left, center and right)

 used in scoring choices (see below). All trials were recorded from two video
 cameras. The first camera was positioned behind and to the side of El and
 recorded El, the subject and procedure. The second camera was mounted to
 the rear of the table where choices were located and recorded the subject's
 face during trials (Figure 1). This angle was used to score looking behavior.

 Data were analyzed using nonparametric statistics in 1MB SPSS Ver
 sion 20. We compared performance to chance expectation using one-sample
 Wilcoxon signed-rank tests. We compared performance between conditions
 and species using Mann-Whitney [/-tests, and assessed learning between
 sessions using Related-Samples Wilcoxon signed-rank tests. We report the
 standardized test statistic (T) from each of these tests throughout.

 3. Experiment 1

 In Experiment 1 subjects were introduced to the experimenter either as a
 cooperator, who shared food, or a competitor who stole food from the sub

 ject. Apes then participated in a series of object-choice trials in which the

 experimenter either helpfully pointed to the (visible) food item that subjects

 should choose (cooperative condition), or prohibitively pointed to the item
 that subjects should not choose (competitive condition).
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 Table 1.  Subject information, individual performance and previous experience.
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 ; ' - s

 Figure 1. (A) The pointing gesture used in Experiments 1 and 2. Panels B and C show
 images from the coding camera corresponding to a subject looking at choices to the left (B)
 or right (C) of the blue lines defining the choice areas. This figure is published in colour in the

 online edition of this journal, which can be accessed via http://booksandjournals.brillonline.
 com/content/journals/1568539x.
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 3.1. Method

 3.1.1. Subjects
 We tested 20 chimpanzees (Table 1; 15 males, 5 females, mean age =11
 years) and 20 bonobos (Table 1; 14 males, 6 females, mean age = 9 years).

 3.1.2. Procedure

 3.1.2.1. Familiarization. We conducted 4 familiarization trials at the be

 ginning of each session to introduce subjects to El's cooperative or compet

 itive motive. In each of these trials El placed a banana piece in the center

 of the table and slid the platform forward allowing subjects to reach for the

 food. Choices were defined as subjects touching or positioning their hand

 over the marked center area of the table where the food was positioned. In

 the cooperative condition El allowed subjects to retrieve the food. In the

 competitive condition El pulled the sliding platform away from subjects as

 they reached for the food, preventing them from obtaining it. We conducted

 these familiarization trials immediately before each of the two test sessions.

 3.1.2.2. Test. In test trials El placed a piece of banana on each side of
 the table. He then called the subject's name and pointed to one of the ba

 nana pieces. The pointing gesture was performed with the contralateral arm,

 whole hand outstretched, fingers approximately 5 cm from the banana. El

 held this gesture for approx. 1 s before sliding the table forward for sub

 jects to choose, maintaining the gesture until subjects made a choice or the

 trial timed out (see Design and analysis). Choices were defined as subjects

 touching or positioning their hand over the left or right marked areas of the

 table. Touching or positioning the hand over the center area was disregarded

 and El waited for subjects to choose either the left or right option. If a sub

 ject used both hands attempting to choose two options simultaneously, El

 retracted the table and repeated the trial. In the cooperative condition, if sub

 jects chose the food El pointed to they were allowed to consume the reward,
 whereas choices to the non-indicated food ended the trial with no reward. In

 contrast, in the competitive condition if subjects chose the food El pointed

 to, El withdrew the table ending the trial, whereas subjects were allowed to

 consume the reward if they chose the non-indicated food. Therefore, in both

 conditions El provided subjects with the same social cue, but the meaning

 of this cue differed between the cooperative and competitive conditions.
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 3.1.2.3. Design and analysis. We conducted two 10-trial sessions with
 each subject. These sessions were separated by a 5-min break. Half of the
 subjects within each species were tested in the cooperative condition while
 the other half were tested in the competitive condition. The location (left
 or right) that El pointed to was counterbalanced within each session. Sub
 jects were allowed 30 s to choose on each trial and if no choice was made
 during this time the trial was scored as 'no choice' and the next trial was
 conducted. We used the percentage of correct choices (including only trials
 in which subjects made a choice) as the dependent measure for analysis of
 choice behavior. From video, we recorded the direction of subjects looking
 behavior (Figure 1) on each trial during the period beginning when El gave
 the cue, and ending when he pushed the platform forward for subjects to
 choose. Only the direction of the first look (left or right) was recorded and
 if subjects did not look to either location in this period the trial was scored

 as 'no look'. If the subject's face was out of view during the coding window,

 the trial was scored as 'off camera' and excluded from analysis. Because the
 lighting conditions and enclosure mesh varied between testing rooms, only a
 subset of videos could be coded for looking behavior (bonobo N = 11, chim

 panzee N = 8). A second individual blind to the condition and hypotheses
 scored looking behavior and subjects' choices in 20% of trials to assess inter
 observer reliability. Inter-observer reliability was good for looking direction

 (kappa = 0.73; Altman, 1991), very good for choice location (kappa = 0.93),
 and scores from the primary coder were retained in cases of disagreement.

 3.2. Results

 3.2.1. Choice accuracy
 Subjects in the cooperative condition chose the food that El pointed to sig

 nificantly more often than expected by chance (mean = 69 ± 3% correct,
 T = 3.73, N = 20, p < 0.01) and showed no effect of learning between
 the first and second sessions (T = —0.17, N = 20, p — 0.87). Eight sub
 jects (4 bonobos, 4 chimpanzees) performed above chance expectation as
 individuals in the cooperative condition (binomial tests, p < 0.05). Sub
 jects in the competitive condition also tended to choose the food that El
 pointed to, leading to overall scores significantly worse than chance expec
 tation (mean = 42 ± 2% correct, T = —2.99, N = 20, p < 0.01). However,
 subjects in the competitive condition improved between the first and second

 test sessions, decreasing their tendency to choose the food that El pointed to
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 □ Cooperation □ Competition

 Bonobo Chimpanzee

 Figure 2. The results from Experiment 1. Both bonobos and chimpanzees performed better
 when El's gesture cooperatively indicated the correct choice than when his gesture pro
 hibitively indicated the incorrect choice.

 over time (session 1 mean = 36 ± 3% correct; session 2 mean = 48 ± 3%

 correct; T = 2.54, N = 20, p = 0.01). At the individual level, no subjects
 performed above chance expectation in the competitive condition (binomial
 tests, p > 0.05). Overall performance was significantly higher in the cooper
 ative than the competitive condition in both species (Figure 2; chimpanzees:
 T = 3.80, N = 20, p < 0.01; bonobos: T = 3.24, N = 20, p < 0.01).

 There were no species differences in overall performance in either the
 cooperative or competitive conditions (cooperation: T = 0.45, N = 20,
 p = 0.68; competition: T = —1.65, N = 20, p = 0.11). However, in the
 competitive condition chimpanzees improved between the two test sessions
 (T = 2.46, N = 10, p = 0.01), but bonobos did not (T = 0.67, N = 10,
 p = 0.50).

 3.2.2. Looking measures
 For the subset of individuals for whom we were able to code looking behav
 ior, we analyzed the pattern of looking behavior following El's gesture, and

 the relationship between looking direction and subsequent choice accuracy.
 Subjects in the cooperation condition looked at one of the two items during
 the coding window in 95 ± 2% of trials. Of these trials, their first look was to

 the item that El pointed to 91% of the time. Thus subjects visually followed
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 El's gesture to the correct item significantly more often than they chose this

 item (T = 2.52, N = 8, p = 0.01). After an initial look to the correct loca
 tion these subjects chose with 73 ± 5% accuracy, while choices following
 an initial look to the incorrect location tended to be less accurate (50 ± 22%

 correct; T = —0.81, N = 5, p = 0.42). Subjects in the competitive condi
 tion looked to one of the two items during the coding window in 88 ± 3% of

 trials. Of these trials, their first look was to the item that El pointed to (the

 incorrect choice) 88% of the time. After initially looking at this item subjects

 chose at a very low accuracy (mean = 36 ± 3%), whereas choices follow
 ing a look to the item El did not point to were significantly more accurate
 (mean = 76 ± 11%; T = -2.29, N = 10, p = 0.02).

 3.3. Discussion

 The main finding from Experiment 1 was that apes of both species per
 formed significantly better when the experimenter's gesture was cooperative,

 and indicated the object they should choose, than when the gesture was
 competitive, and indicated the object they should not choose. This result

 contrasts with previous studies in which chimpanzees used prohibitive ges
 tures at higher levels than cooperative-communicative gestures (Herrmann
 & Tomasello, 2006). However, several features of our design may explain
 this discrepancy. First, the prohibitive gesture in our study indicated the ob

 ject that subjects should not choose, whereas the gesture used by Hermann

 & Tomasello (2006) directed the subjects' attention to the object they should

 choose (though it was intended to prohibit subjects from doing so). Thus it

 may be that the gesture directed subjects' attention to the indicated object,

 strongly biasing them to choose this object regardless of whether the exper

 imenter's gesture was helpful or prohibitive. Our analysis of looking data

 supports this hypothesis as subjects in both the cooperative and competitive

 condition initially oriented toward (and tended to choose) the indicated ob

 ject on the majority of trials. Second, in this task food was visible to subjects

 at both the correct and incorrect locations, and the experimenter's gesture

 served to indicate which item the subject should select rather than informing

 the (ignorant) subject of where a single piece of food was hidden. Conse
 quently subjects were not reliant on the experimenter's gesture to infer the
 location of the reward, and instead tended to select the first visible piece of

 food that they oriented toward. In Experiment 2 we address the impact of
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 whether the food is hidden or visible by testing subjects using the same ges

 ture from Experiment 1 in a context where the food is hidden under one of
 two containers.

 4. Experiment 2

 In Experiment 2 we tested subjects in a traditional object choice task where
 food was hidden in one of two containers and the experimenter provided a

 helpful pointing gesture to indicate the food's location.

 4.1. Method

 4.1.1. Subjects
 We tested the same subjects from Experiment 1 (approximately 1 week
 later).

 4.1.2. Procedure

 4.1.2.1. Familiarization. We conducted 4 familiarization trials at the be

 ginning of each session to introduce subjects to finding food underneath the

 containers used in test trials. On each trial El visibly placed a piece of ba
 nana under one of the two containers positioned at the right and left sides

 of the table and slid the platform forward for the subject to make a choice.

 Choices were defined as subjects touching or positioning their hand over the

 marked areas at the left or right sides of the table. If a subject chose the baited

 container, El lifted this container allowing the subject to eat the reward. If
 a subject chose the un-baited container, El lifted this container to show the

 subject that it was empty, retracted the table and visibly removed the banana

 from underneath the correct container. Subjects were required to correctly
 choose the baited container on at least 3/4 familiarization trials to advance to

 the test. All subjects met this criterion.

 In test trials El blocked the subject's view of the table with the plastic
 occluder and baited or sham baited each of the containers. El then removed

 the occluder, performed the pointing gesture (identical to Experiment 1) to

 indicate the baited container, and pushed the platform forward for subjects

 to make a choice. If a subject chose the baited container, El lifted this
 container allowing the subject to eat the reward. If a subject chose the un

 baited container, El lifted this container to show the subject that it was
 empty, retracted the table and visibly removed the banana from underneath
 the baited container.
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 4.1.3. Design and analysis
 We conducted two 10-trial sessions with each subject. These sessions were
 separated by a 5-min break. The location that the experimenter pointed to
 was counterbalanced within each session. Subjects were allowed 30 s to
 choose on each trial and if no choice was made during this time the trial
 was scored as 'no choice' and the next trial was conducted. We used the

 percentage of correct choices (including only trials where subjects made
 a choice) as the dependent measure for analysis of choice behavior. From
 video, we recorded the direction of subjects looking behavior using the
 same procedures (and subjects) from Experiment 1 (bonobo N = 11, chim
 panzee N = 8). A second individual blind to the condition and hypotheses
 scored looking behavior and subjects' choices for 20% of trials to assess
 inter-observer reliability. Inter-observer reliability was very good for both

 measures (looking: kappa = 0.85; choice: kappa = 0.95; Altman, 1991) and
 scores from the primary coder were retained in cases of disagreement.

 4.2. Results

 4.2.1. Choice accuracy
 Overall subjects chose the container that El pointed to significantly more
 often than chance expectation (mean = 73 ± 2% correct, T = 5.35, N = 40,
 p < 0.01). Nineteen subjects (8 bonobos, 11 chimpanzees) performed above
 chance at the individual level (binomial tests, p < 0.05). Of these subjects,
 12 individuals had previously participated in the cooperative condition in
 Experiment 1, whereas 7 subjects had previously participated in the com
 petitive condition. Averaging data across both test sessions, subjects who
 had previously participated in the cooperative condition in Experiment 1 did

 not differ from subjects who had previously participated in the competitive
 condition (T = 1.89, N = 40, p = 0.06). However, these groups did differ
 significantly in the first test session, with subjects who had previously partic

 ipated in the cooperative condition performing better than subjects who had

 previously participated in the competitive condition (Figure 3; previously

 cooperative: 79 ± 4% correct; previously competitive: 65 ± 4% correct;
 T = 2.23, N = 40, p = 0.03). Nonetheless, both groups performed above
 chance in the first test session (previously cooperative: T = 3.55, N — 20,

 p < 0.01; previously competitive: T = 2.66, N = 20, p = 0.01). There was
 no significant difference between these groups in the second test session
 (T = 1.25, N = 40, p = 0.21).
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 Previously Competitive Previously Cooperative

 Figure 3. Performance in the first test session of Experiment 2 as a function of whether
 subjects previously participated in the cooperative or competitive condition in Experiment 1.

 There were no differences between species regardless of whether subjects

 had previously participated in the cooperative (T = 0.77, N = 20, p = 0.48)
 or competitive (T = 0.27, N = 20, p = 0.80) condition in Experiment 1.
 However, among the subjects that participated in the competitive condition

 of Experiment 1, chimpanzees performed above chance expectation in the
 first test session of this study (mean = 68 ± 6% correct, T — 2.33, N = 10,
 p = 0.02) whereas bonobos did not (mean = 62 ± 7% correct, 7 = 1.36,
 N = 10, p = 0.17).

 4.2.2. Looking measures
 For the subset of individuals for whom we were able to code looking be
 havior, we analyzed the pattern of looking behavior following El's gesture,

 and the relationship between looking direction and subsequent choice accu
 racy. Overall subjects looked toward one of the two containers during the

 coding window on 95 ± 1% of trials. Of these trials, they first looked to

 the location that El pointed to 89% of the time. Following an initial look

 to the correct location subjects responded correctly on 78 ± 3% of trials.

 In contrast, when subjects first looked toward the incorrect option the chose

 correctly only 48 ± 10% of the time. The difference in accuracy follow
 ing initial looks toward the correct and incorrect containers was significant

 (T = 2.33, N = 16, p = 0.02). Lastly, we compared whether subjects who
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 participated in the cooperative condition of Experiment 1 were more likely
 to choose the location that they initially oriented toward more often when
 the food was visible (Experiment 1) than when the food was hidden (Exper
 iment 2). Subjects chose the object they initially oriented toward at similar
 frequencies between these conditions (food visible: mean = 72 ± 4%; food
 hidden: mean = 70 ± 6%; T = —0.28, p = 0.78).

 4.3. Discussion

 Overall, subjects of both species used the cooperative-communicative ges
 ture at high levels, and nearly half of our subjects performed above chance
 expectation at the individual level. These unusually high levels of perfor
 mance may be due to the saliency of our pointing gesture, which was
 proximal to the indicated container (approx. 5 cm), and was sustained un
 til subjects had made a choice. Indeed, previous research indicates that cues
 conferring local enhancement generally facilitate performance in this type
 of task (Itakura et al., 1999; Miklösi & Soproni, 2006; Schmitt et al., 2014).
 Moreover, the similarity in performance between Experiment 1 (cooperative
 condition) and Experiment 2 indicates that it was most likely the salience of
 the pointing cue, not simply that food was visible, that was responsible for
 subjects' high accuracy with the cooperative cue in Experiment 1.

 Interestingly, in the first session of Experiment 2, subjects who had pre
 viously interacted with the experimenter as a competitor used the experi
 menters' cooperative gestures at lower levels than subjects who had previ
 ously interacted with the experimenter as a cooperator. Thus, even though
 this experiment was conducted approximately 1 week after Experiment 1,
 subjects' previous experience constrained or facilitated their initial ability to
 use cooperative-communicative cues in this study. However, after minimal

 experience interacting with the experimenter as a cooperator (10 trials), the
 difference between these groups abated. Thus, previous experience interact
 ing with humans (both immediate and long term), is likely to influence apes'

 behavior in cooperative-communicative tasks (Lyn et al., 2010).
 Finally, analysis of looking behavior in this study largely echoed the find

 ings from Experiment 1. When subjects initially looked toward the correct
 container, they chose with very high accuracy whereas choices following
 an initial look to the incorrect location tended to be inaccurate. However,

 on ~20% of trials, subjects did initially look to the correct location, but
 subsequently chose incorrectly. Thus we found some support for the hypoth
 esis that apes follow the direction of gestures in object choice tasks more
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 readily than they understand the communicative intentions underlying them
 (Tomasello et al., 2007a). Our comparison of gaze direction following the
 gesture and the subject's subsequent choice in the hidden food and visible
 food manipulations of the first two experiments suggest that hiding the food

 has little effect on subject's performance. This argues against the previous
 suggestion that subjects perform poorly in the object choice task because
 they interpret the human's gesture as indicating the hiding location itself and

 not the food hidden within (Call et al., 1998).

 5. Experiment3

 In Experiments 1 and 2, El gestured by extending his hand approx. 5 cm
 from the cued location. Opposite to our prediction that subjects would per
 form better when El's gesture was prohibitive, both species performed best

 when El pointed cooperatively to the location they should choose, but poorly

 when El pointed to the location they were prohibited from choosing. How
 ever, the difference in performance between the cooperative and competitive

 conditions in Experiment 1 may simply reflect an effect of local enhance
 ment in which the physical proximity of El's hand to one of the choices
 biased subjects to attend to and select this option. Thus, even if apes possess
 an advantage with competitive communication, this effect may have been
 overshadowed in Experiment 1 by strong local enhancement cues. Therefore
 in Experiment 3 we introduced a more subtle gesture in which El's arm was
 equidistant from the two options, reducing the potential confound of local
 enhancement. As in Experiment 1, this gesture was used either cooperatively

 to indicate the object that subjects should choose, or prohibitively to indicate
 the object that subjects should not choose.

 5.1. Method

 5.1.1. Subjects
 The subjects were the same as Experiments 1 and 2, with the exception
 that only 12 bonobos (8 males, 4 females, mean age = 8.3 years) were
 tested in this study. Experiment 3 was conducted approximately 1 week after

 Experiment 2.

 5.1.2. Procedure

 We conducted 4 familiarization trials, identical to those from Experiment 1,

 at the beginning of each session to introduce subjects to El's cooperative
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 J Cooperation Q Competition

 NS

 Experiment 3 Experiment 4

 Figure 4. The pointing gesture and results from Experiments 3 and 4. In Experiment 3
 subjects did not use a subtle pointing gesture (A) either when this gesture cooperatively
 indicated the correct location, or competitively indicated the incorrect location. In Experi
 ment 4 El provided a more salient gesture (B) and subjects used this cue at higher levels
 in the cooperative than the competitive condition. This figure is published in colour in the
 online edition of this journal, which can be accessed via http://booksandjournals.brillonline.
 com/content/journals/1568539x.

 or competitive motive. Test trials were identical to Experiment 1 with the

 exception that El provided subjects with a more subtle pointing gesture.

 Specifically, El held his hand centered in front of his chest, with his index

 finger extended toward one of the visible pieces of food (Figure 4A). While

 holding this gesture El said the subject's name and alternated his gaze be

 tween the subject and the location where he pointed two times. Following
 this cue El pushed the platform forward for subjects to choose. This cue

 was similar to that used by Hermann et al. (2007) with the exception that El

 stopped pointing before pushing the platform forward for subjects to choose.

 As in Experiment 1, half of the subjects within each species were tested in

 the cooperative condition, in which El's gesture indicated the food that sub

 jects should choose. For the other half of subjects (competitive condition),

 El's gesture indicated the piece of food that subjects should not choose.
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 5.1.3. Design and analysis
 The design and analysis were identical to Experiment 1. As in Experi
 ments 1-2 we attempted to score looking behavior between the time when
 El provided the cue and subjects' ultimate choice. However, the direction of
 subjects' looks was much less obvious in response to the subtle gesture used
 in this study, and inter-rater agreement (blind to the hypotheses and condi
 tion) was only moderate for looking direction (kappa: 0.56; Altaian, 1991).
 Therefore we could not reliably code looking direction in this experiment
 and did not analyze these data. Inter-rater agreement for subjects' choices
 was very good (kappa: 0.96).

 5.2. Results

 Subjects in the cooperative condition did not choose the item that El pointed

 to more often than expected by chance (mean = 49 ± 1% correct; T =
 — 1.27, N = 16, p = 0.20) and showed no learning between the first and
 second test session (T — —1.71, N = 16, p = 0.09). Similarly, subjects in
 the competitive condition struggled to use El's pointing gesture and also
 performed at chance levels (mean = 47 ± 2% correct; T = —1.58, N = 16,
 p = 0.11) with no learning between sessions (T = —1.23, N = 16, p =
 0.22). No subjects performed above chance expectation at the individual
 level in either condition (binomial tests, p > 0.05). A comparison of overall
 accuracy between the cooperative and competitive conditions revealed no
 significant difference (Figure 4; T = 1.06, N = 32, p = 0.31).

 There were no species differences in either the cooperative (T = 0.35,
 N = 16, p = 0.79) or competitive conditions (T = —0.60, N = 16, p =
 0.56) and neither species performed above chance expectation in either the
 cooperative condition (chimpanzee: T = —0.82, N = 10, p = 0.41; bonobo:
 T — —0.95, N = 6, p = 0.34) or the competitive condition (chimpanzee:
 T = -1.28, N = 10, p = 0.20; bonobo: T = -0.92, N = 6, p = 0.36).
 Finally, performance did not differ between the cooperative and competitive

 conditions within either species (chimpanzee: T = 1.24, N — 20, p = 0.25;
 bonobo: T = 0.08, N = 12, p = 1.0).

 5.3. Discussion

 The main finding from Experiment 3 was that neither chimpanzees nor bono

 bos used a subtle pointing gesture (pointed finger centered in front of the
 experimenter's chest) either when this cue cooperatively indicated the cor
 rect choice, or prohibitively indicated the incorrect choice. While this cue
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 eliminated the element of local enhancement that may have supported per

 formance in Experiments 1 and 2, it also greatly reduced the salience of the

 cue leading to chance performance in both conditions. In contrast to Experi

 ments 1 and 2, subjects' looking behavior could not be scored reliably, and it

 was not apparent that subjects visually followed the direction of the gestures.

 6. Experiment 4

 In Experiment 4 we tested apes in the same task from Experiment 3, but

 used a pointing gesture intermediate to that from Experiments 1 and 2, and

 Experiment 3.

 6.1. Method

 6.1.1. Subjects
 We tested the same subjects from Experiment 3 (approx. 4 days later). Sub

 jects were tested in the same condition (cooperative or competitive) that they

 had participated in during Experiment 3.

 6.1.2. Procedure

 The procedure was identical to Experiment 3 with the exception of the point

 ing gesture that El performed. In Experiment 4 El pointed toward one of the

 food items with his index finger extended ~25 cm from the item he pointed

 to (Figure 4B). This cue was maintained until subjects made a choice or the

 trial timed out. Thus the gesture used in this experiment was intermediate

 to that used in Experiment 1 (proximal pointing) and Experiment 3 (distal

 pointing).

 6.1.3. Design and analysis
 The design and analysis were identical to Experiment 3. Again we attempted

 to code the direction that subjects looked following El's gesture. However,

 as in Experiment 3 the direction that subjects looked could not be judged

 reliably (kappa = 0.61; Altaian, 1991) and therefore was not included in
 analysis. Reliability for subjects' choices was very good (kappa = 0.93).
 One bonobo subject in the competitive condition became reluctant to choose,

 making choices on only 4/10 test trials in the first test session, and 0/10 trials

 in the second test session. Therefore we excluded this subject from analysis.
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 6.2. Results

 Overall, subjects in the cooperative condition chose the item that El pointed

 to significantly more often than expected by chance (mean = 57 ± 2% cor

 rect; T = 2.88, N = 16, p < 0.01) and showed no learning between the first
 and second test sessions (T = —1.24, N = 16, p = 0.22). Two subjects (both
 chimpanzees) performed above chance at the individual level in the coopera

 tive condition (binomial tests, p < 0.05). Subjects in the competitive condi
 tion also tended to choose the item that El pointed to, leading to performance

 significantly worse than chance expectation (mean = 46 ± 2%, T = —2.08,
 N = 15, p = 0.04). Subjects in the competitive condition showed no im
 provement between the first and second test sessions (T = 0.45, N = 15,
 p = 0.66), and no subject performed above chance expectation at the in
 dividual level (binomial tests, p > 0.05). Overall subjects in the cooperative
 condition performed significantly better than subjects in the competitive con

 dition (Figure 4; T = 3.55, N = 31, p < 0.01).
 There were no species differences in either the cooperative (T = 0.77,

 N = 16, p = 0.49) or the competitive condition (T = —0.69, N = 15,
 p = 0.51). Consistent with the results across species, both chimpanzees and

 bonobos performed above chance in the cooperative condition (chimpanzees:
 T = 2.26, IV = 10, p = 0.02; bonobos: T = 2.03, N = 6, p = 0.04), and
 tended to score below chance in the competitive condition (chimpanzees:
 T = -1.90, N = 10, p = 0.06; bonobos: T = -0.92, N = 5, p = 0.36).
 Similarly, performance was better in the cooperative than the competitive

 condition within both species (chimpanzee: T = 2.91, N = 20, p < 0.01;
 bonobos: T = 2.02, N = 11, p = 0.05).

 Lastly, for subjects that participated in the same condition (cooperative or
 competitive) across Experiments 1,3 and 4, we conducted a Friedman's anal

 ysis of variance by ranks to determine whether performance differed signifi

 cantly across the three types of pointing gesture. For subjects in the coopera

 tive condition performance varied significantly across cue types (x2 = 9.94,

 N = 9, éî = 2, p < 0.01) and post-hoc tests revealed that performance in
 Experiment 1 was better than performance in Experiment 3, but that no other

 pairs differed. For subjects in the competitive condition performance also

 varied significantly across cue types (x2 = 9.33, N = 8, df = 2, p = 0.01),
 and post hoc tests revealed that performance was significantly worse in Ex

 periment 1 than in Experiment 4, but that no other pairs differed.
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 6.3. Discussion

 The results from Experiment 4 are consistent with those from Experiment 1.

 Subjects of both species used the cooperative cue more readily than the
 competitive cue to guide their choice behavior. The main difference from

 Experiment 1 was that here, subjects were less skilled with the pointing
 gesture, most likely because El's finger was less proximal to the indicated
 object. As in Experiment 3, subjects' initial orienting responses were not
 easily detected, and could not be scored reliably.

 7. General discussion

 Our findings provide no support for the competitive communicator hypothe

 sis. In the three studies where subjects were tested in either a cooperative or

 competitive scenario, subjects in the competitive condition never responded

 above chance expectation, and were significantly worse than chance expecta

 tion in several cases. In contrast, many subjects in the cooperative condition

 responded above chance expectation in multiple contexts.

 Interestingly we found some support for the hypothesis that apes respond
 to the direction of social gestures more readily than they understand the

 communicative intentions underlying them. In Experiments 1-2, subjects
 tended to follow El's gesture to the correct referent, but only subsequently

 chose this object approx. 75% of the time. Thus apes followed the direction
 of the gesture considerably more often than they used the gesture to guide

 their choice. This tendency to look toward the correct choice more often

 than choosing it occurred both when the food was visible, or hidden from

 the subjects during the procedure. This argues against the possibility that

 apes struggle with the object choice task because they interpret the gesture

 as referring to the hiding container itself (which has no value to the subject),

 rather than the hidden food within it (Call et al., 1998, 2000). However, in

 Experiments 3 and 4 subjects' looking direction was less salient and could

 not be coded reliably. Given that looking direction was less clear in these

 contexts, it is possible that apes struggled to use the pointing gesture in part

 due to a failure to link the gesture to its referent. Therefore, determining

 whether apes follow the directionality of more subtle pointing gestures (such

 as those from Experiments 3 and 4) remains an important question for future

 research, and will likely be aided by improved technology for noninvasively
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 monitoring eye movements (e.g., Hattori et al., 2010; Kano & Tomonaga,
 2011).

 Our results raise the question of why we did not replicate the findings of

 previous research on this topic (e.g., Hare & Tomasello, 2004; Herrmann &

 Tomasello, 2006). One possible explanation could be subtle methodologi
 cal differences between the different experiments. For example, in Hare &
 Tomasello (2004) procedures were designed to maximize the competitive na
 ture of! the interaction. The human experimenter indicated displeasure when

 a subject chose the correct hiding location and when the subject chose incor
 rectly,5he experimenter ate the food reward to clearly indicate that he was

 actively competing. It may be that these types of social cues are necessary
 to indicate that a human — who typically is neutral or helpful — is actively
 competing. Like previous studies (Hare & Tomasello, 2004; Herrmann &
 Tomasello, 2006), our experiments did not use behavioral criteria to verify
 that a cooperative or competitive relationship had been established prior to
 the test. Thus an important design consideration for future studies will be to

 determine the specific procedures required to effectively establish a coopera

 tive or competitive relationship, as well as behavioral measures to assess the
 impact of these manipulations.

 A second plausible explanation is that the competitive gestures used by
 Hare & Tomasello (2004) and Herrmann & Tomasello (2006), still directed
 subjects' attention to the correct response (e.g., a demonstrator reached to
 ward the object unsuccessfully, or forbid subjects from selecting the object),

 whereas our competitive gesture directed subjects' attention to the object
 they should not choose. Consequently, in our studies subjects may have
 struggled to avoid inhibiting the incorrect response after the gesture directed

 their attention to this object. Indeed, in Experiments 1 and 2 subjects did
 visually orient toward the indicated location on the majority of trials, regard

 less of whether the experimenter's gesture was cooperative or competitive in

 nature. Therefore, the salience of this gesture may have inadvertently intro

 duced a problem of inhibitory control in which subjects in the competitive
 condition were required to choose the location opposite to where their atten

 tion was originally directed. Given that inhibitory control actively constrains

 primate problem solving in many contexts (Santos et al., 1999; Amici et

 al., 2008; Vlamings et al., 2009; MacLean et al., in press), it may also par
 tially explain the generally poor performance in the competitive conditions

 of these tasks. Therefore, it may be that the competitive advantage is only de
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 tectable when both the cooperative and competitive gestures initially direct
 attention toward the correct response, and there are few constraints imposed
 by inhibitory control.

 Another important difference between our study and previous publications

 testing the competitive communicator hypothesis is differences in the rearing

 and experimental histories of the subjects. It is possible that the difference
 in results are in part a result of the daily human contact that the majority of
 our subjects receive from human surrogate mothers for the first several years

 they live at the sanctuary; they receive helpful pointing gestures from humans

 in a way that mother-reared zoo-born apes typically do not. Additionally,
 the majority of our subjects had some previous experience in cooperative
 communicative tasks (Table 1) perhaps facilitating their performance in these
 studies. As documented in other populations of apes, rearing history and
 previous experience can influence performance in these types of tasks in
 some cases (Tomasello & Call, 2004; Lyn et al., 2010). Thus an important
 question for future research will be whether these findings generalize to
 novel gestures that subjects have no experience with prior to the test (e.g.,
 foot pointing).

 Regardless of which of these explanations best accounts for our data, it
 is clear that the competitive communication hypothesis has little power to
 explain the results of these studies. Therefore future research on the method
 ological variables that elicit a competitive response, and the role of other
 task demands (e.g., inhibiting a response when attention is directed toward
 the incorrect option) will be important for further evaluation of the competi
 tive communicator hypothesis.

 Lastly, we found no differences between bonobos and chimpanzees in
 either the cooperative or competitive conditions. Bonobos, who are char
 acterized by higher social tolerance than chimpanzees (Hare et al., 2012),
 have been shown to outperform chimpanzees in some cooperative problem
 solving tasks (Hare et al., 2007; Tan & Hare, 2013; but see MacLean & Hare,
 2013). In addition, bonobos are sensitive to human competitors as their pref

 erences for risk in a foraging task shifted in similar ways to chimpanzees
 when both species competed against a human (Rosati & Hare, 2013). How
 ever, the explanation for the species differences in cooperative abilities im
 plicates differences in social tolerance, not differences in an understanding
 of cooperative or communicative intentions (Hare et al., 2007). Our results
 lend further support for this interpretation, as the two Pan species appear not

 to differ in their understanding of cooperative or competitive gestures.
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